Timing chain cost ford explorer

This range covers an average timing chain replacement. Tell us your car to get a guaranteed
price from RepairSmith. It looks nondescript, but if you take it off, everything falls apart. The
camshaft or camshafts , on the other hand, is responsible for opening and closing the intake
and exhaust valves. These valves control the flow of air and sometimes fuel into the cylinders
and allow exhaust gases to exit. The timing chain connects the crankshaft to the camshaft,
ensuring that the whole system is synchronized. The valves open and close at the right time,
the cylinders get the air and gasoline that they need, and everyone is happy. Until the timing
chain fails, which can happen over time. Then nobody is happy, and the chain will need to be
replaced. That said, timing chains are very durable, and designed to last the full lifetime of your
car. Look, I get that ignorance is bliss and all, but the check engine warning light exists to, well,
warn you when something is off with your engine. A timing chain that is loose or damaged will
often make a whirring or rattling noise. Noises are your car trying to tell you something. Be a
good friend and listen. Acceleration may hesitate, and the car may stutter. If the timing chain
breaks, it can cause the valves to contact the pistons, resulting in extensive engine damage. So,
I think you know the answer here. Get it replaced as soon as possible. Not sure? Let us
diagnose. What is a Timing Chain? Related repairs How can we help? Jul 20, Sep 25, Aug 13,
Aug 3, Aug 1, Jul 27, Jun 10, What is Timing Chain? Get a Quote 1-Year 12,Mile Warranty. How
urgent is a Timing Chain replacement? How can we help? RepairSmith is here to make car
repair easy. Over the past few years, many of the major auto manufacturers have slowly
switched from a timing belt to a timing chain. Typically, if you were to purchase a timing chain
part at a local auto parts store, it will often be sold in a kit, including all of the necessary smaller
parts to perform the repair. With hundreds of makes and models out there, we scoured the
Internet and included the quotes other people received for their timing chain replacement. All of
the costs included below were for both parts and labor. When this timing belt breaks, the valves
will open at the wrong time while hitting the larger pistons, eventually causing some serious
damage. Before the chain is removed, the engine will first be cleaned thoroughly with a
de-greaser and the mechanic will confirm the timing chain is, indeed, the culprit. The battery
cables will be disconnected, followed by draining the coolant once the radiator hose is
removed. Next, all of the radiator hoses, all drive belts, the heater hoses, water pump, fan and
timing chain cover will all be removed. Once the timing chain is exposed, the engine is then
rotated until the marks on the teeth of the timing chain are aligned. Loosening the tension gear,
the chain will be removed with a screwdriver so that the mechanic will be able to remove the
timing chain correctly. When the teeth are aligned and the existing timing chain is removed, the
gear will be lubricated before the new chain is installed. Once lubricated, the new timing chain
is placed on the gears, carefully making sure it aligns as it should. The camshaft sprocket bolts
will then be reinstalled, using a hammer to drink out the crankshaft seal. A new crankshaft seal
will then be tapped into the timing cover and the new seal will be covered with oil. The mechanic
will then replace all of the parts noted in step one, two and three in reverse order. When the
battery is finally connected, the mechanic will start the car up to ensure the timing chain is
moving as it should and they will take it for a test drive to make sure no other problems persist.
If the chain were loose, for example, it could cause a slight vibration in the engine. Metal
shavings in the oil â€” An oil change, as you probably know, is recommended every 3, to 5,
miles, but as the timing chain begins to wear out, small metal pieces will break off the chain and
find its way into the oil. Most experts will recommend replacing your timing chain every 60, to ,
miles. In most cases, there will be no signs if a timing belt were going bad as mechanics will tell
you it will just break. Check with your dealer to see if there are any recalls. While it could be
possible, we did read some reports online, such as Mini Cooper and Chevy Traverse owners,
who were able to get the entire repair covered. Advertising Disclosure: This content may
include referral links. Please read our disclosure policy for more info. Was it worth it? While
traditionally the timing belt has been preferred to a timing chain, manufacturers have made the
switch to using timing chains in the past few years. Replacing the timing chain is a complicated
job, and the labor costs can be quite high. Below are some sample costs for having the timing
chain replaced at some of the leading garage chains in the country. Prices will vary from state
to state and from car to car, but they should give you a rough idea of what you can expect to
pay. The timing chain works as the connection between the camshaft and the crankshaft, and
the main responsibility of the chain is to operate the inlet and exhaust valve gear during the
stroke cycle of the piston. The chain keeps these valves opening and closing at specific
intervals, helping the engine to function properly. Until recently, the vast majority of cars were
built to use a timing belt instead of a timing chain. Using a timing belt was usually more cost
effective than using a timing chain, with the only cars opting for the chain being higher-end
sports cars. Recently this trend has actually been in the opposite direction, with the timing
chain taking over as the preferred option. A timing chain will need replaced far less frequently

than a timing belt, resulting in a lower cost to maintain the car for the owner. While a timing
chain will usually last far longer than a timing belt, it will suffer from wear and tear and will need
replaced at some point during the life cycle of the vehicle. Manufacturers were being
increasingly blamed for these problems, which has led many to make the switch from belt to
chain. As a result, car owners need to more aware of what the timing chain is, how to spot a
potential problem with it and how often it should be inspected and replaced. Replacing a timing
belt is a fairly costly repair, so many people would simply sell or trade in their car instead of
having it repaired. In many cases this would result in someone else buying the car and not
being aware of the timing belt problem until it was too late. There are usually a few signs that
the timing chain on your car should be replaced, some more subtle than others. Poor fuel
economy and occasional misfires could be caused by a timing chain issue, as could difficulty
starting the car or the engine making a rattling sound regularly. If you notice any unusual
sounds from the engine or anything out of the ordinary then you should take the car to your
mechanic. By taking the financial hit early you can avoid major engine damage which can cost
thousands of dollars to repair. Replacing the timing chain is something which should be carried
out by a qualified professional rather than a repair you attempt at home. The best way of saving
money on timing chain replacement is to have the work done early before it causes any further
damage to your engine. Get a few quotes from garages in your area to see what you can expect
to pay, and go with the place that offers a fair price and which has a good reputation. Below are
some example costs for replacing the timing chain on some of the most popular models in the
country. Compare your quote to other individuals from around the country to make sure you are
getting the best deal. Remember me. Need to book this service? Find a Local Mechanic. Table of
Contents. Timing Chain Costs Submitted By Our Users Compare your quote to other individuals
from around the country to make sure you are getting the best deal. Subscribe to our mailing
list. Although the top and the bottom end of your engine serve two different roles, both must
operate in perfect unison in order for the entire engine to work appropriately. Most cars use a
timing belt to ensure that this unison is achieved. Other cars may use a timing chain for the
same purpose. Here you can find what is a timing chain and when to replace it, how much does
timing chain replacement cost at different repair services, etc. In most cases, the timing chain
will operate the water and the oil pump too. The timing chain, unlike the belt, is not an item that
requires routine maintenance. Poor lubrication too may lead to significant wear and tear on the
chain, affecting its performance significantly. In such cases, the only solution is to have the
chain replaced. The price will depend on your actual car drive. Check out the following timing
chain replacement sample costs based on several service providers from around the country.
Keep in mind that these prices may differ from the ones in your local repair shop due to your
car make, model, etc. The components must move in sync in order for the entire engine to work
as required. The timing chain is designed to make sure of this by joining the crankshaft which
represents the lower part of the engine and the camshaft, the upper part. The chain is created
using metal links. Vehicles that have variable valve timing tend to also have additional actuators
and motors that are used to delay or advance the timing on the chain. This helps to optimize the
overall engine performance. The timing chain, however, is prone to regular wear and tear. When
this happens, the engine may rattle or fail to respond when you accelerate. In certain extreme
cases, the engine will fail to start or simply shut down when you are driving. Do timing chains
need to be replaced? The simple answer here is yes. You see, while a timing chain is built to
last for a very long time, it will need to be replaced at some point, usually after , miles. We
strongly advise that you consult with your mechanic as soon as you notice any of the signs
described above so that they can diagnose the problem and determine whether or not the
timing chain needs to be replaced or repaired. The sooner this happens, the better. Timing
chain replacement is no small task, as it involves taking apart the engine and putting it together
again afterward. This includes taking the spark plug out so that a screwdriver can be inserted in
its place to ensure that the number 1 cylinder is up. Other components will need to be taken out
as well, including all the drive belts, radiator hoses, heater hoses, water pump , fan and lastly,
the timing chain shield. These marks need to be aligned and in order for that to happen, the
engine must be rotated. However, if you want to save money on the replacement, we suggest
that you have the chain replaced as soon as it starts to give you problems, as waiting can lead
to problems with other parts of your car and ultimately cost you even more in additional repairs.
You should also shop around and get quotes from different service providers in your area so
that you can make comparisons before choosing the one who offers the best value for money
and has the most reliable reputation. Also, you can try to find a timing chain replacement
coupon from some of the most popular auto service shops. A timing chain is not a regular
maintenance item. It can only be replaced when signs of damage are present. When you decide
to replace the timing chain, you may also want to make sure that the actuators, motors, worn

chain guides, and shaft chains are also inspected and replaced if needed. Replacing these
components with the chain at the same time will significantly reduce the costs and save you
from future breakdowns. Check out a few timing chain tensioner replacement costs below
based on the most common car models in the country. Keep in mind that these prices are there
to give you an idea of what you can expect to pay, but the actual cost may differ according to
the specific repair shop you go to in your area. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Join our mailing list to receive the latest coupons, news,
and updates from our team. Or check the best oil change coupons here. Costs by Car Model
Honda Accord. Chevrolet Silverado Toyota Corolla. Ford Explorer. In this guide you will find:.
Catalytic Converter Replacement Cost Guide Related Articles. Jim Wagaman October 22, - pm
Cost to replace timing chain on Mercedes e Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. All Oil Change Coupons Join our
mailing list to receive the latest coupons, news, and updates from our team. This range covers
an average timing chain replacement. Tell us your car to get a guaranteed price from
RepairSmith. It looks nondescript, but if you take it off, everything falls apart. The camshaft or
camshafts , on the other hand, is responsible for opening and closing the intake and exhaust
valves. These valves control the flow of air and sometimes fuel into the cylinders and allow
exhaust gases to exit. The timing chain connects the crankshaft to the camshaft, ensuring that
the whole system is synchronized. The valves open and close at the right time, the cylinders get
the air and gasoline that they need, and everyone is happy. Until the timing chain fails, which
can happen over time. Then nobody is happy, and the chain will need to be replaced. That said,
timing chains are very durable, and designed to last the full lifetime of your car. Look, I get that
ignorance is bliss and all, but the check engine warning light exists to, well, warn you when
something is off with your engine. A timing chain that is loose or damaged will often make a
whirring or rattling noise. Noises are your car trying to tell you something. Be a good friend and
listen. Acceleration may hesitate, and the car may stutter. If the timing chain breaks, it can
cause the valves to contact the pistons, resulting in extensive engine damage. So, I think you
know the answer here. Get it replaced as soon as possible. Not sure? Let us diagnose. What is a
Timing Chain? Related repairs How can we help? Oct 18, Oct 17, Oct 10, Oct 2, Sep 19, What is
Timing Chain? Get a Quote 1-Year 12,Mile Warranty. How urgent is a Timing Chain
replacement? How can we help? RepairSmith is here to make car repair easy. Skip to main
content of results for "ford explorer timing chain kit". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
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